FLOWVIEW PRISM UPDATE

September 5, 2018
In true Agile development form, ADS® is excited to announce the latest release of updates
to FlowView PRISM™ 1.1! Check them out here:

www.adsprism.com
What’s new in this update of FlowView PRISM 1.1:

Shared Time Scale on Location Dashboard – Seeing your data on one time scale simply makes
sense. This space is now further optimized for your data viewing pleasure.

Hydrograph “View Details” Now Says “Advanced” – Not only did the name change, but the
space did as well. This button now takes you to a hydrograph-only view of your data with the options
to select the additional entities and dates you wish to view without the confusion of opening a popup. Explore it to learn more! There is also a “back” button to return to the Location Dashboard.
A Clean Slate – Vault – With the heavy testing that has been happening in the background, we
cluttered the Vault. We consulted with some users and user advocates, and the best option was to
wipe the board clean. The Vault is now ready for you to customize and upload to your heart’s desire!
If you have files you need retrieved from the old Vault, they are available through the Test system.
Contact Customer Support for assistance in retrieval.
FlowView PRISM Logo – Notice the logo updates and color coordination site wide! The FlowView
PRISM development team is always looking to improve the look and feel of the site; if you have any
suggestions or commentaries, let us know!
The FlowView PRISM development team worked diligently to solve identified issues and requests
across the board. Recent development has been focused on the Location Dashboard, as shown
above. We are working to enhance the experience of viewing data as much as possible to enable
users to find exactly what they need in the most efficient way. There are more updates in the works
and more leaps to come; stay tuned!
Most recent bug fixes:
• The auto-scaling function on the Auto Review Graph and Hydrograph were not truly scaling to a
visually pleasing or useful effect. Now, the auto-scaling feature of entities works to the true definition
of an auto-scale!
• When viewing the View Details pop-up (now the Advanced page on the Hydrograph), you
previously were shown whichever depth entity won the background battle to be displayed. We shut
down that fight club; you now get to see every depth entity you requested!
• Contrary to prior evidence, we do know how to spell “successfully” correctly. Want proof? Check
out the “toast” message indicating a successful upload of a file or creation of a folder in your
squeaky clean Vault!
So what’s next?
Work on FlowView PRISM continues, and the team welcomes any and all comments, suggestions,
and requests. We currently are moving forward with the development of FlowView PRISM to provide
our customers with tools to do even more. Look for more updates coming soon as our team
continues to provide rapid leaps in FlowView PRISM capabilities!
If you have any questions about FlowView PRISM, please contact Jonathan Hasson, Jordan
Box, or Kevin Enfinger within the Product Management team. Please continue to submit bug reports
and feature requests through the self-reporting tool in FlowView PRISM.

